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PREF~CE 

Elf;lstic waves in spli¢s have been of interest for many year9 Wiinly 

because thr=tY are the mechfl.nism by wh~cl;l the energy 9f an eq.rtbquf;lke i$ 

propagated. More recently they t11;1.ve been applied in se:i.s~tc testing for 

eaF~h formations and c:\eposi ts, Elastic waves in th!$ ul'trrasonic;: freq.uency 

range are now being used for flaw testing in many materialsp Thepe waves 

h1;1,ve a i;;h0rt wave length and the capability of resolving very small flaws, 

Tbe ~efraction of an elastic wave at a sq\id~solid inte~face presents 

the p;r·oblerµ of b,ow a wave will 1:)ehave in the transitioµ between. the criti

cal angle, wher1= the wave propagates alon~ tb,E) sur•:face of one of the 

solids, and an angle Whicb refr&c-qs the wave into tq.e second solid. 

The purpose of t~is study is to try to loc~te an e~astic wave in 

this transition region qetweena sul;!face wave and an interqa.;1. wave (;ind 

to study its behavior, The m?-thematical des~ription 9f this problem 

resolves into a very interesting ani;l challenging set of equations and 

b9undary conditions, 

App;reciat,ion is e:x;r;iressed to Dr 1 R. L, Lowery~ fi;::ir suggestions and 

encour<;tgement during this study; to Frapk Kay, Jesiile Mcilhaner, Paula 

Vanhooser and Jerry Whitehoupe, fGJ;' tEl.king data and pr<:;paring drawings; 

t,o Lael Benjamin and George Cooper for the machine work which aided this 

investigat,ion; and to Mrs. B~b Schenando~h for typing tpe manuscript. 
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CHAPTER ;r 

INTRQI)UCTION 

Tqis problem of how an elastic wave wo~ld behave near a free 

boundary originai;,ed from a proposed methqd of measuring surface fatigue 

flaw depth bl V$ing a $hear wave beam aimed near t~e surface. The 

shear waye would be aimed so as to skim very c~o~e under the surface of 

the ma~erial and reflect when it $truck a fatigue flaw ~s shown in Figure 

This metl:lod would require that a sizeabl~ po:ri;,ion ofl the energy 

?OUld be ooncentratE)d into a narrow, straight bieam shear wave. These 

r_equtrementl3 ::t.mmediately present~d the question of whether o;r not a shear 

wave would i;:c;mt:t.nue to tri;ivel, in a $t:ptight path when ;tn a :region neEi.r a 

free bou:r;uJary. A :f;'ree boµndary wiJ,,l not support normal or shearing stress 

at the boundary surface. 

A s~ear wave is conveniently produced tn a steel bar by an incident 

longitudinal (compressive) wave pas$ing through a plastic ma.terial in 

contact wi~h the steel. The longitudinal wave is refracted at the inter-

face and a shear wave is produced in the st19el, Sne:J_l's law o:e" refraction, 

as given by,Redwood (1) 1, which related the velocity and an~le of the inci-

dent wave to the .:ve:J.oo:i,ty and an,gle of refracted wave, is given in 

lNumbers ;l,.n parentheses refer to s!'.:n.1yrces li~ted in the Selectecf 
· Bibliography, 
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:Equ,a~ion ( 1-1) below, R,efraptir;m of tl;le beam ii;; 1:3hqwn :tn Figure 2 for 

various different incident a~gies, 
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= 
Cit 

sinct't 
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where c1 = velocity of incident longitudinal wave 

CV'l _ an~le of inc:Ldent wav'r 

ct - v~locity of refracted s~ear wave 

~t = ~ngle of refracted w~ve 
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A vfl.r:iation in tne ane;lE;J of incidenqe o:f the :incoming long;Ltudipal 
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waye was ea$il;y obta;tned by mounting a atraight "beam piezoelectric trans.-

ducer on a Lucite plastic block with a r~tating crliµdrioal base as shown 

in Figµre 3. Tp.:i,.i:; design was taken f:r:iom a sirr1Uar )lolder by Rasmµssen (2). 

Since tl;le longitu(linal wave velpc:j.ty in L\l.oite is l.ess t;han the she&r 

wave velocity in stee:J.~ ~he sl;lear wave ;i.s refractE!d fur'iiher ,,,:way from the 

normal th.an th,e inci(;l.ent longitudinal wave as shown in Figure 2, This 

fact makes it possible tq adj1,1st the incident wavE! at a critical angle 

an('l. prod\loe a Ray;Le:j.gh su:rfaqe waye along the interface petween the Lucite 

and steel, The nigh incidence &h!;lar wave should "be proc,1l.uced when the 



Straight· Beam 
~--· ~oefectric 

lt"'sducer 

F"igure 3 •. ·Voriable Angle. Transducer Holda, 

(Medium 2) 
\ Steel 

Ultrasonic el~sti9 wav,s ~re iriterpr~ted from a signal, which is 

· picked up by a receiving transclucer, amplified and displayed on a screep., 

The e:t,~ctronic ne't;work an,d schema:tic o;f' th~ receivi~g instrument is ex,. 

p:J.ained by Da-nfel (~) and will not 'oe ;i;iepeatt;,?d here. 
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The si~nals a;i;-e interpreted by qon,$:l-dering the-bl;l.se.;Line of the signal 

a~ time ~nd the ordinate as the amplitude as shown in Fi~ur~ 4~ The 

outJi)u-t; of the transmitter is shown as tne inittal p\ll1?e on the left side 

of the screen representin& zero time, and any signa;t ap~ea~ing to the 

rignt is from a wave resµlting ;f;'rom. tnis outpµt, Tne dis-t;ance between 

the iP.ivial pu;l.ee and any sul;>Se<;p~E;rn.t signal is directly proportional to 

the time r~q~ired for the initial pulse to be transmi~ted and received 
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CHAfTER Il 

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATiON$ 

Tqe experimental work consisted of two parts. The first was finding 

and identifying a signal which was thought to be from a shear wave that 

was beinginf+uencE:d by the bout1dary, The second part was determining 

as much as possible about thi$ wave including the manner and degree in 

which it was being influenced, 

Transmitter-Receiver Setup 

The most effective method to detect a signal from an elastic wave 

is to use a transducer :for this purpose alone. Another transducer is 

used to produce the wave allowing it to travel directly from one trans~ 

ducer to the other without requiring en~rgy losing xeflections, which 

is the case when a sine;l~ transducer is 1..1.sed 1;:>oth to tTam;Jmit and receive 

the wave signal. The use of two separate transducers will be called a 

transmitt~r-receiver setup, and thi1;1 is the 1:3.rrangement which was used 

to produce ano. detect the elasi;ic waves in this investigation. 

The transmitter-receiver setup consisted of two straight beam 

piezoelectric transducers mounted on Lucite plast;iC olocl\:s (as in F;i.gure 

3) so as to give a variation of the angle of incidence for both i;;he trans

mitter and reciver. The setup is shown in Figure 5. 

6 
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Variable Angle Transcilcer Holders 

Transmitter· 

>·o \ /' ~, 

(Steel Bar) 

Figure 5. Transmitter - Receiver Setup 

. . . 
Tlle. f;reqµenc;yr of both tranlllducere wai;i 2,g5 MC (rp.egacyoles per second) · 

and the materi~l in wb,ich ~he waves were tr~nsmitteq was a 4-inob. squar~ 

by 18~!ncb *ong steel bar. 

D:ispersion ot Beam 

l'ne pie~oeleotr:tc tran1:1dµcers u.sed to produce and receive an u,ltra-

eon:i,c ~lastio wave emit~ relatively narrow focµseq beam; p.oweyer, it 

c9uld not be e~p~oteo. that t~e beam of waves W0\,1.ld travel tn .·1;3. c9h.erent 

patl'l and not disperlj3e to a certain extent. Since this dispersion was 

pre1;1ent,. a beam of·e).astic waves prodµced by aiming a transducer in a 

ce:r"ti~in <Hrection was fou,nd to be a fi~ld of waves witn a maximum ampH

tude oocur:Ln~ in the i;:enter cif the bea111, .out with ~ decre&sing amplitl).de 

~n all direqtions away from the center, rhere was never a well defined 

boimo.i3.ry of tb~ beam as wou;t..d be Ej!:>q>eoted if dispersi9n were not ~resent. 
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Rayleigh Surface Wave S:i.1;:,nal 

'rhe critical E.J.n~le at whioh the maximum Rayleigh surface wave is 

produced for refraction of a longituq_:;LnaJ_ wave from Ll.:\cite into steel 

was found to be apprqximately 66°. It can be seen from Figure 2 that 

the energy transmitted in this surface wave is made up of that energy 

which would go into the refracted shear wave if' the angle of incidence 

were decreased. In the transmitter-receiver setup with both angles set 

at 66°, a large signal wa~ displayed on the screen of the receiver 

corresponding to the first wave front of Rayleigh surface waves to arrive 

at the receiver. The $Urface waVewas the first to arrive at the receiver 

since there were no signals on the screen between the initiaJ. pulse and 

this signal, However, to tl;le right of the :first signal, was a large number 

of signa],s corresponding to trailing surface waves and reflection paths 

through the plastic block, These trailing waves were of no interest 

since only the first 9-ir1:;Jct Rayleigh surface wave signal gave 1:,,ny 

useful information for this aTrangement. Since the transrnitter,-receive:i: 

setup was the optimum arrangement for r~ceiving Rayleigh surface waves and 

the dispersion of' tqe beam was present, a large signal remained on the 

screen for angles substantialJ,.y different from 66°. 

Identification of Waves 

Any wave propagating in the steel bar was easily identified as a 

surface or internal wave by damping on the surface of' the bar. A surface 

wave signal can be greatly decreased by damping since it is possible for 

a large portion of the energy to be absorbed. The damping was easily done 



by tl;:te. · OPtratc,,:r;. placing his ;f'inge.rs in contact with the surface of the 

bar between the transmitter and receive;r, An internal wave, such as a 

lon$itudinal wave -or shear wave is. unaffected by damping on the surface 

except at points where the wav~ reflects from the surface, and damping 

9 

at these points absorbs a small amount of energy as compared to a surface 

wave-. 

The $-wave Signal 

Wnen the an$le~ of inqidence were decreased, making a shear wave 

more probac;ile, the su.rface wave signa:).. was decreased by a large degree, 

but tlo.~ sigrnal etill remained strong due to the dispersion of the beam 

de.13cri"bed earlier. Wl;len the angles were decreased by abou,t 7° from the 

critic;:al an~J.e of 669, a. smalJ, s:Lgnal appeal:'ed on the scr.een Just to 1:;he 

b.ft of the R1;1.yleigh surface wave signa,l, Tnis signal_reacp.eda maximum 
' 

when both the angle of the transmitter and receiver wer\il adjusted to 

approximately 57°~ This small signal was interpreted to be from a curved 

sb,ea:r;, wave al;lo. will be called the s .. wa.ve, Tq.e reasons for th.is conclusion 

will be given in the remainder of this chapter, 

'rP.(11 f'i:r-st observation was that the s ... wi:l,ve signal could not be damped 

at any point on the surface between the transin::l.tte:r and the receiver 

and th\.ls.wae travel,;i.ng benea.th tne siJrfac~. 

'l'he $ .. wave eignal remained a ma.ximu'1Q. for the angles of incidence 

adj\\stedat approximately 57° regardless of the distance between the 

transmit,er and the receiver. Tb,is eUninated the possibility that tne 

wave path length was a function of the angle at which it entered the 
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The fact that the $-wave sign<;J.l appe!;l.:red to the left of the surface 

wave signal, indicated that the S-waye had made the trip between the trans

mitter and receiver in less time than the surface wave. The ratio of 

the time required for the S-wave to travel from the transmitter to the 

receiver to tpe time requJred for the Rayleigh surface wave remained ap

proximately co~stant at O. 92 J;"egardless of the distan.ce between the trans

mitter and receiver .. These signals are shown in Figure 6, This constant 

ratio indicated that the S-wave and the Rayleigh surface wave were taking 

approximately the same length piitth, but the S-waye was t:ravel;!.ng at a 

sligqt;:I,y gre1;,.ter ve1.ocity. The pat)ls being of approximately the same 

length r~les out the possiblity that a high velocity longttudinal wave 

was being reflected from the bottom of the bar. It is well known from 

Rayleigh (4) and Sokolnilwff (5) that a Ray;J,eigh i:\Urface wavr:; in si:;eel 

t.ravels with a velocity of slightly over nine tenths of th!;:! sb.ear wave 

velocity, which is c~;ms:j,.stant with the ratio of tµe times required to 

travel approximately the sa!lle distance. 

The s .. waye was not prei:\f.imt on the surface of the bar, but the path it 

had takem between the transmitter and receiver was approximately the same 

as the Rayleigh surface wave path directly along the surface, Therefore, 

it was concluded that tb,e wave was traveling very near the surface in a 

curved path as shown in Figure 7. 

While 9amping in the region oetween the transmitter and receiver 

did not damp the S-wave signal, it did produce very interesting results. 

By expanding the r1;,.nge of the receiving instr~ment, the portion of the 

signal qetween the S-wave signal and Rayleigh surface wave signal could 



be displa;yed across the entire screen. Dampin~ on the ernrface caused 

a new signa;i. to appe1;tr on tb.e scre\i:)n between the s.,,.wave signe,l 1;3.nd the 

;Ra.ylei&l;J. surface wave signal which lo©ked similar to the s .. wave signal, 

It required a longer time to reach the receiver than the s-wave signal 

and a shorter time than the Rayleigh surface wave signal, Further in

vestigation indicated that the wave causing this new signal traveled to 

the point of damping beneath the s~rface and continued from t);J.at point 

11 

to the receiver as a Rayleigh surfaqe wave, The point of damping divided 

t_he ¢iistancE:1 betw\3en the point of entering at the t:t'ansniitter and the 

poiµt of exiting at the receiver into the same ratio as the new signal 

divided the distance between the Rayleigh surface wave signal and the 

S-wave signal. This is shown in ]i'igu:r~ 8. When the dampine; was applied 

very near the receiver, the new signal almost coincided with tqe S-wave 

signal, Similarly, when the damping was applied very near the transmitter, 

t);J.e new signal almost coincided wit)l th,e Rayleigh surface wave signal. 

The asswn~d path of the wave causing the new wave is also shown in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 6. 5 ... wave Signal on Screen 

Figure 7. Curved Shear Wave Path 
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Depth and Shs;pe of S-wave Paths 

A trq.e picture of the S-wave J;)aths required knowledge of the depth 

of the wave bem~ath the s1,1rface wh;i.ch would lea? to a plot of the actual 

shape of the paths. A method was needed to measure the depth of the wave 

at variou~ points along its path, then the path itself could be plotted. 

On prelimi:p.ary investigation, it was found that a certain thickness 

of metal was required to support th~ S-wave, For instance, a signal for 

the S-wave could not be produced in a i-;tnch plate. There were some 

signais present ahead of the Ray~eigh wave signal, but the well defined 

S-wave signal was not present. The conclusion was that the wave was either 

being refle9ted anq scattered by the bottom side of the plate or it was 

qeing affected equally by the bot~om side, sine~ it was also a stress

free st+Tface, A 1!-tnch plate would traµsmit the s-wave signal just as 

well as the 4-inch bar. 

The method used to measure the depth of the s~wave paths consisted 

of plac:i,ng i'in obstruction :i.µ the pat,h of tp.e S-wav~, thus determining 

how near the surface of the me~al t~e obstructiqn qould be before the 

$-wave strµck it, The obstruotion was a narrow saw cut made from the 

bottom side of the lk-incll steel plate. The cut was made wit):J. a band saw 

across the center of ~he 10 x 16~iqch plate and it was made on a taper 

so tl:lat only 1/32-incp. of metal was left above the cut an one side and 

25/32-inch of metal was left above the cut on the other side as shown 

in Figure 9, inis gave a variable depth of metal without imposing 

another stress .. f;ree boundary near tl:l.e wave as would be done with just a 

tapered plate. The top of the plate was ground very smooth to avoid 

inconsistencies in the reEl.¢l.ings qecause of roughness of the surface. 
' ' ' 
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Figure 9. Plate With Tapering Sow Cut 

I t 

The tranEimittef and recei'Vl:lr were placed on the top sµ,rf~ce so that 

a. lin~ connect:i,ns th,~ twt;D and presq.maoly the $!"'.wave path. woµld 'l;,e perl)en-

¢iicµl,ir tc;, the. saw c:u.t as $hewn in F+~u,ve ;1.0 ~ :!3;Y movina; iit.le tI'a,n.smi tter 

a;np. reoeiver ,laterally ac;roas t~e plate para:l,lel to the saw ~'IJ.t, when 

"t;he metal above the cut l;)ecame thinn~:r t,i.an the depth of the s ... w13.ve path, 

tb, eigna1 Qn the ij<::reen would 'Qegin to decrease and then dtsa:pp·e!i1.r com

pletely when it bloc;ke¢l all of tµe p1;1.tn Qf tl'le wave) (see Figure lO). 

A 1:1et di~tance betwee:q 't;h.e transm:i,tter.and rece:i,ve:r fi;iced ones-wave 

pat.J:l., where one patti means the path taken by that portic:in o;t the wave 

wh,ic::):;t is :received by t.he z,ecei ve:r tre.nsq.µ,oe:r, 
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A spacer was placed between the transmitter and receiver thus fixing 

the distance between the point of entering and exiting the metal. For 

each spacipg, readings were taken for various points alon$ the path, The 

readings were taken by pic~ing a point on the path where the depth wap to 

be determined and moving the transducers laterally so that this point 

always remained over the saw cut. The amplitude of the signal corre-

spending to a certain point on the path was recorded for points laterally 

across the plate. Since the tapered cut was ma.de li,near, the lateral 

distan9e corresponded directly w:j.th a depth of metal above the cut. The 

amplitude of the received signal was plotted versus the metal depth as 

in Figure 11, These plots indicated that in the region of the plate 

where the metal was very thin, no signal was able to get past the cut and 

a s the setup w~s moved in a direction to increase the depth, some portion 
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o:f the signal be€;an to pass pver the clit. Tb,rot;1.&h this trans;i. tion 

region, the amp:\.itude increased approximately linearly with the increasin$ 

meta;!., dt'i:lpt~ t;Lntil at a certain depth, ail of the wa,ve pass~d over the cut 

and no matter how much deeper the metal got, the signal would not ,increase, 

Region I ----- Region 2 --r-----,i.-.- Region 3 --

Metal Oepth (In) 

Region I - Metal thinner 
than path depth. 
Region 2 - Transition 

Region 3 - Metal thicker 
than path depth 

Figure 11. Typical Plot of Amplitude vs. Metal Depth 
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Eacq. plot of the type shown tn figu.re 11 represent$ the amplitude of 

the signal versus metal depth for ju.st on~ point along the path and it 

gives information about the depth of th~ path at that p9int, The data 

was normalized so that the maximum signal had an amplitude 9f ten corre-

spondins; to no pbstruct:l,on in the path of tne S-wave. Since there wa1;i 

som~ question about the exact location of the top and bottom of the 

path, it was decided to call the deptn of the location of the path a 

!:Jingle point c::o:rrespcrn,d:lng to an ampli tuc::le of five. This point gave the 

approximate depth of the center of that port~on of the wave which reached 

the receiver. A family of amplitude versus metal depth plots is sha~n 

in Figure$ 16, 171 18 and 19 i~ the Appendi4 for j~st one path length, 

A smooth line drawn through ~ach depth point and connecting with 

pero depth points at each end where the wave entered and exited gave a 

plot of the wave path for a given distance between th~ transmit~er and 

reoei vep;- ( see Fi~ur~ 12) , 

Sim:Ua!l;' curves were drawn for ~acq of five different path lengtp.s 

(~ee Figul;'es ~O, ~l, 22, 23 and 24 in the Appendix). Superimposing 
' ' 

the pai;;b. plotf:l pnto one p;J.ot produced a family of paths which represents 

toe direction ot travel of the entire beam (eee Figure 13). 

Rather than thinking of each line in Figure 13 as a distinct path, 

the.entire plot sh~ulq be ~hough~ of as a field of a she~r wave be~m 

with the lines indicating the direction of travel of each portion of 

the oeam, 
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Discussion 

All of the experimentaJ, obse:rvai;;ions can be expll:).ined by the beam 

shown in Figure +3. Th.El angle of eni:iering and of exiting for the wave 

can be measure a, from tangents to the curves at ecJ,ch end, The curves are 

9ymmetr:iqal about the centers of the pc;1ths so that the angles at each 

end are the same, at:i was observed. The data wa13 diff;l..c;;ult to take nea:c 

the ends of the paths because the transmitter and receiver were sitting 

almost directly over the saw cut and this cam;:ed additionaJ_ signals 

which interfered with the S-wave signal, There was not enough datl;l. 

available near each end of the path to give a very acqurate value for 

th~ angles, so the curves were drawn ti3,ngent on an angle which was 

caJ,.culated from Snell's law, Equation (J..,.l) and the known e,ngle of 

incidence of the lqngitudinal wave in the Lucite block. 

At ~he critical angle 

Givinej 

Ct sinCYt 
= :;: 

cl sinoi1 

At maximum s ... wave signal 

Giving 

O'l 

O't 

- 66° -

-· 90° ... 

sin 90° 
: 1.095 

sin 660 

O!t = 660 
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I~ can be seen from the paths that they did not have to be distorted 

tq cause them to come in on a tangent to 66° from the vertical normal. All 

of the lines for each patl:l are seen to enter and exit tqe surface at the 

same angle re$ardless of the path length. 

The ~-wave signal could not be damped on the surface between the 

transmitter and receiver simply because it was not present on the surface. 

In orde:r to explain the new signals which we:re produced when damping was 

applied, it is necessary to say that the portion of the wave which strikes 

the $urface between the transmitter and receiver is reflected and scattered 

so that practically none of it reaches the receiver. When damping is 

applied, some 9f this energy which strikes the boundary is converted into 

a Raylei~h surface wave and continues to the receiver in that form and 

produces a stgnal. It was found that when an ordinary straight shear 

wave is reflected from a qoundary, some of the energy can be converted 

into a Rayleigh surface wave by applying damping at the point of reflection. 

The constant ratio of the time required for the Rayleigh wave to the 

time ;requ,ired for.the S-wave is explained by the fact that all of the path 

lines in Figure 13 have approximately the same shape. Also, the length 

of the paths are almost the same as the distance in a straight line 

between the two points. The large plots in Figures 20, 21, 22, 23, 

and 24 in the Appendix are plotted w:i,th the depth scale expanded ten 

times the distance scale, but the actual path shapes are plotted below 

each figure, T~ese path are seen to be almost the same length as a line 

along the surface. 

The resulting path plots are actually the only logical way to account 

for all of the experimental observations on the S-wave signal. 



CI:JAPi;rER III 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The mathematical formulation of this problem oan be described 

without loss of generality as a pure shear wave entering an elastic 

half~space at some known angle. It is wished to impose these conditions 

plus the fact that the free sur,face of the half-space is unable to 

support any stress except tangentially to the surface. A solution to 

tl+is problem shou,ld determine whether or not 1,he i,hear wave can be 

made to curve for certain angles of entering due to the stress-free 

boundary conditions alo1:1e, The problem will be set up in this chapter, 

but no attempt will 9e made to solve the equationsf 

Approximations 

Several well justified approximations can be made on this problem 

without 1,osing a mathematica;J. description of the actual physical problem. 

The app~oximations wil,1 be listed below, 

l~ The material throu$h which the waves are propagated is 

perfectly homogeneous, isotropic and elastic. 

2. The region of interest is a half-space with the exterior 

region a complete vacuum. 

3. The only forces that are present are ~lastic and inertia 

forces. 

23 



4, The wave motion is two dimensional with no va:dation in 

the third space dimension. 

5, There is no attenuation of energy in the elastic material, 

6. The wave motion i$ purely sinusoidal with respect to time, 

24 

The fir$t threl;l approximat;i.qns result f;rom the use of a steel bar 

which wa$ cons:tderabl;y thicker than the del,)th of th~ wave path,s. The 

region adjacent to the bar was occupied by air at room conditions which 

affect$ the sµrface of steel almost exactly the same as a vacuum with 

res);lect to elastic waves. In steel, the elasitic and i.nert:La, forces com

pletely ovE;=rwhdm any other fon::es which migb,t be present, such a1;3 

gravitational forces, 

The experimental setup was such that only the distance between the 

transmitter and receiver and the metal dep~h were important space di

mensions, leading to a two dimensional wav.e. Certainly some variation 

would be present in the latera;I. direction, qut :it 19 assumed that this 

variation did not a;f'feot the behavior o,f the waves which was of interest 

in this problem, 

The J,ast two assumptions are more difficult to justify, but by 

making them the problem is greatly reduced in complexity. Attenuation 

of energy is always present in any elastic wave propagation, but it 

is felt that the affects which might be caused by including this effect 

are not of intel;'est in this problem. Conventionally, elastic waves are 

produced as pul$(;:!S l out due to the simplification resµlting from E!ssum~d 

sinusoidal motion, the fir$t solution can be attempted with this assumption 

and hopefully meaningful results will be obtained. 



Equations Describing Wave Motion 

The equation of motion of an elemental volume in a solid is obtained 

by simply making a force balanqe between the elastic restoring forces and 

the ine:i;"tia force, The elastic restoring fo:i;-ces are in terms of stresses 

which are. :related to the strains by Hooke's law. This results in the 

following equation which is called Navie;r's equation for a homogeneou1;, 

isotropic ela.st:i.c solicl 1;1nd i~ taken from Sokolnikoff (5), 

Wh11!:re 

(3-1) 

'7 = ('fx, fy) , the vector operator ''del" 

x a:p.<3, y are the i:;pace coordinates 

u(x,y)e·ipt is the displacement vector (see 

Figure 14) 

u and v are the components of the displacement 

vector 

pis the density of the solid 

pis the ansular frequency 

µan~~ are Lame' constants 

La.l'IJ.e! coI).stants are related to ¥c;n~ng' !;i modulus "E'' an<a Poisson's 

ratio "c:I' by, 

µ .~ 2(l+o-) ' 
E 

X = (l+cr) (1-2cr)' 
Ea 



(Vacuum) 

X 

. Equill brlum Position ( x,y) 

ii= tu, v) Displacement Vector 

<._Displaced Position (x+u, y+v) 

y 

Figure 14. Half- Space and Displacement Vector 

Exp~nding Equat:t.on (3-1) .into two equations 'b;y ta~ing the ~ar-Ual 

derivatiyeE!, 

o~u oau ·~o 01,1 av . 
µ(~x5 + a?) + (£\+ -,-(- + ey)+ pp2 u ::;: o . (3-2) ·o~ ox y · . 

(o2V 
µ. ~ + 

o~V) 
~ + ( ) o ( au ov) :a A.w r _,..,,.;.+ av + PP v :; o Y oX Y' , 

(3-3) 

;Rea;rranging the 1;.erms in Equations (3-2) anq. (3-3), 

) o ( oU . ov) o ( ov ou) a . (A-+2µ, ~ - + s:-- -µ,::;- r. · - r + PP u = O ' QX ax uY oy vX oY 

(3-5) 

J;)e!ip.ing the dilatation "A" and rotatton "G" ai;:;, 

A :: fu! + ov 
'ox oY' 

1 ov ou) 0:;: 2(-.. ,.. - ' ox o? 
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Giving, 

(A+2µ)~ .,. ;2µ£8 + pp:au = O ..... oY (3-7) 

(A+2µ)9b + 2µo0 + pp2 v = O 
0Y ?)X 

Differentiating Equation {3-7) with respect to "x" and Equation (3-8) 

with :respect to "y" and adding the reirnlting equ,ations, 

a a O a (A+2µ) (21 + 21 ) A + pn .. a (.-. u + ..:!..) - O clx2 o .. Yz. i .. , Ii' .. , , , . , c)X dY 

Substituting from Equation (3-6), 

(3-9) 

Differentiating Equation (3-8) wit,h respept to ":ic11 and Equatii;:,n (3-7) 

yitn respE;ict tq ny'' and subtraoting the resulting equations, 

Substituting from Equation (3-6), 

· (3-10) 

The dilatation is associated with a longitudinal ,wave and the rotation 

w::Lth a shear wave. If I>. = 0 tl:J.en tb.e wave is a shear wave. The wave 9f 

interest in this problem is initia.lly a i;,hear wave, but this is no in-

surance that the wave will remain pµrel;y shear when it is very near the 

surface. For this reason, solutioni, n~ed to be obtained for both the 

dilatation and rotation. 

Defining, 
1 

( l\+~µ)~ c1 = ~ , longitudinal wave velocity 

l 
C,t = (f1jp)2, sl').ear wave velocity 

( 3-11) 
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Substituting the quapti~ies fl"om Equation (3-11) into Equation (3-9) 

and (3-10), 

('72+~)6 : O 

('72+~)0 :: 0 

(3-12) 

(3-13) 

Equations (3-12) and (3-13) are called Helmholtz equations for two 

dimensions. So+utions for these equations would be substituted into 

Equations (3-7) and (3-8) to give sc;,lution for "u" and "v", the com~ 

pop.ents of the displacement vector, 

Boundary Conditions 

A very important paft of this problem is imposing the correct 

bom+dary conditions on the solution. The boundary conditions will be 

listed here and expLained~ 

The i;:ondit;!,c:>ns, the.t the wave be pure f?ne/:3.r 13.nd traveling a certain 

direction wn,en it enters the mai'ierial, impoEies two ;requirementEi on the 

wave at ~he po:i,n'l; of en.tering. ',I.1);J.ey are that A = O at (:x:~ y) c (0, 0), 

the condit;ton for ~ure snear, and tnat v/u =-tane 0 i3.t (x, y) :;: (O, o), 

the direction condition. rt eh.ouJ.,d be noted that·the shear wave particle 

motion is transverse tC!1 the direction of wav~ propage.tion. 

The other conditions to which the wave ~ust cqnform at tpe boundary 

are the stress conditions. Since the ~lastic halt-space ie oounded onJ.,y 

by a yac"Uurn, it is unabl.e to support normal stress and shearing stress 

at the bou:pd.ary, This can be stated .in the equations 

Tyy(x, 0) :;: Q, T~y(x, 0) = 0 (3 .. 14) 
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From Sokolnikoff (5), tne stress t~nsor is ~iven by Eooke's law, 

Where 
Tl2: TXY 

).ifO'=~ 
:;:: 

0 i;f <Y /, !3 

?lv 
- -

'<JY' 

This give$ 

(OU+ OV) 
T XY ;: µ, dy OX 

Substituting Equations (3~16) and (3-17) into Eqµa~ion (3-14) 

gives, 

These bounda~y conditiQn9 ar~ il;t.ustrated in Figure 15, 

Sl.lmmarizing the boundary conditions: 

6(0,0) :: 011,~0,0) + ov(~,o) 
X oY - 0 

2. v(O,O) + u(O,O)tape0 = O 

3. (A+2µ)dv~~,O) + Aou£~~0) - 0 

J.1. rw(x,O) + ov(x,O) 
oy · ox = 0 

(3-15} 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 
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· In order to get a description fo~ th~ ~rwav~ pat~, any solution . . ' ' ' 

for tp.~ compon!;jtl;~s "u" ang ''v" Qt;', the o.ispl,i:J.pem~nt vec~o;r;, mui;;t satiefy 

the four condit~ons 1iste9-. 

ure Shear Wave 

V 

Figure· 15. Boundary. Conditions 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSlONS AND RECOMMENDATIOW~ 

Conclusions 

The experimental resQlts presented in Chapter II show that this 

wave is being-affected by the free boundary by being cµrved back into 

the surface, Referrip.g to the aGtu.al path, fiha:r;>es in Figure$ 20, 21~ 

~2, 23 and 24 in the Appendix, it is seen that the curvature of the 

pa~h is almosi;. entirely at each end with the cemter portton of the 

path being almost paralle+ t0 the surface, 

This wave is seen to be present only fqr o:oe angle o:f' refraqtion 

of ~he sl;iear wave which wt;J.s appro.ximateily 570, When this a.ngl,e was 

incr~ased, roost of the energy went into a Rayleigh s~rface wave, and 

wqe~ the angle was d~creased, most of the energy went into a regular 

straight shear wave. 

This wave is called~ shear wave simply because it enters the 

material as a shear wave. One possibility is that the wave travels 

the entire path as a shear wave and the otq.e:r poseibili"ty h that a 

component of dilatation becomes present in the wave, It is possible 

that the fao~ that it does not ;remain as a shear wave is the rea~on that 

it does cu;rv~. 
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The main conclusions from this study is that the ma.thematical 

equations need to be solved in order to provid~ tvrther evidenGe to 

support the experimental findings given here. A good ~thematical 

solution would probably give wuch more insight into the exact behavior 

of this wa:ve and the reasons f"or its. behavior. 

Recommendations 

32 

Tne most obvious recommendation is that the pFoble~ as presented 

in Chapter III be solved, Several m~thods of solution were attempted 

wit~out success by this author. Although a solution was not obtained, 

some r~commeµdations will 1;:le made about an approach tp a solution. The 

half~space region immediately su~gests a transform type solution or an 

integral solution. Several transformi:i were attempt~d with both rec;. 

tangular and cylindrical coord~nates and the first difficulty was 

matching the bqundary conditions and the second difficulty was, of 

course, 01;:ltaining the inverse transform. 

The method of Green's f~nctions appeared to be ideal for solving 

the syst~m of Helmholtz equations gtven ~n Equations (3-12) and (3~13). 

This met~od led to a set of integral equat~ons which presented the 

same probl~m as inverting the transforms. 

It is felt that a transform ~elution cquld be made to meet the 

qoundary conditions, and if these boundary conditions are responsible 

for the curvature of the wave path, th~ solution would supply the 

ne~deq. infor~tion. 



Th~ importance of a mathematical solution cannot be over stressed 

and the ~xperi~ental conclusion~ for the problem would be greatly 

strengthened by mathematical agreement. 
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APPENP:Q{ 



APPENDIX 

S!;!veral. plpts will, be given in the folJ,,owins; figu:t'es in order to 

illustr~te haw Figure 13 was obtained. Figq.res ;L?, 17, 18 and 19 ~ive 

the Amp;I.ittJde yersus ?4etal Thieknesl;l plots fol;' several positions along 

the nine inGh path~ F+gt.lres 20, ~l~ 22, 23 and 24 give the_wave ~ath 

shapes for eacti. patn l~pgiih on which data, wa~ taken, In each of these 

figures a srna.;L;L plot of t,h~ actual path sb.~pe :l,s given at the boti;;om 

of the page. On tb.es12 :plots, oath tti.e o~di:pat,e and abscissa are on the 

sam~ ~caJ,.e, en~b~ing the ac~ua.1 shaJ?e of the wave travel to be v:;i.eg~alirzed. 

Two quantii:;i~s wiJ.l be defined wb,ich .a;r~ used in the p;J.ots, 

D = di&tan~e from paint of enterin~ to ~o+nt 

of e~iting 

x = ~istanee fro~ point 9f entering to ~ome 

point a.long the path 
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